Figure PRIP_More_Starobin_map. Location map of the Starobin mine showing the location of cross sections, drill holes, mine shafts, and potash horizon extents (Rayevskiy and Fiveg, 1973).
**Figure PRIP_More_Starobin_CrossSect_EW.** Potash horizons are shown in red (modified from Rayevskiy and Fyveg, 1973), for a roughly west-east section through the Starobin Mine area. See figure PRIP_More_Starobin_map for location.
**Figure PRIP_More_Starobin_CrossSect_NS.** Potash horizons are shown in red (modified from Rayevskiy and Fiveg, 1973), for a roughly north-south cross section through the Starobin Mine area. See figure PRIP_More_Starobin_map for location.